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Taylor & Francis Group partners with researchers, scholarly societies, universities and libraries worldwide to bring knowledge to life. As one of the world’s leading publishers of scholarly journals, books, eBooks and reference works our content spans all areas of Humanities, Social Sciences, Science and Technology.
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Chemistry

HIGHLIGHTS

Applied Spectroscopy Reviews

Critical Reviews in Analytical Chemistry

Crystallography Reviews – celebrating the International Year of Crystallography in 2014. Edited by Professor John Helliwell

International Journal of Environmental Analytical Chemistry – the Journal of the International Association of Environmental Analytical Chemistry (IAEAC)

Polymer Reviews – publishes topical issues, consisting of invited high quality reviews on topics of current interest in all areas of macromolecular science and engineering

FEATURED SUBJECTS

Chemical Engineering • Crystallography • Environmental Science • Inorganic Chemistry • Organic Chemistry • Physical & Theoretical Chemistry

AFFILIATED SOCIETIES

International Association of Environmental Analytical Chemistry • The Indian Ceramics Society

KEY FACTS

JOURNALS INCLUDED

over 45

HIGH-IMPACT JOURNALS

46

RELATED PACKAGES

• Chemistry Online Journal Archive
• T&F Science & Technology Library
Engineering, Computing & Technology

**HIGHLIGHTS**

- *Aerosol Science and Technology* – 2012 Impact Factor of 2.780

**FEATURED SUBJECTS**

- Artificial Intelligence
- Building & Construction
- Chemical Engineering
- Civil Engineering
- Computer Science
- Control Engineering
- Design Engineering
- Electrical & Electronics Engineering
- Energy
- Ergonomics
- Geotechnical Engineering
- GIS & Remote Sensing
- Health & Safety Engineering
- Industrial Engineering
- Manufacturing Research
- Mechanical Engineering
- Operation Research & Management
- Transportation

**AFFILIATED SOCIETIES**

- American Association for Aerosol Research
- European Society for Engineering Education
- Institute for Ergonomics and Human Factors
- Institute of Industrial Engineers
- International Foundation for Production Research (IFPR)
- Remote Sensing and Photogrammetry Society
- The Textile Institute

**KEY FACTS**

**JOURNALS INCLUDED**

- *over 130*

**HIGH-IMPACT JOURNALS**

- *87*

**RELATED PACKAGES**

- *Engineering, Computing & Technology Online Journal Archive*
- *T&F Science & Technology Library*
HIGHLIGHTS

**Biofouling** is ranked 6/100 in the Marine & Freshwater Biology category with a 2012 Impact Factor of 3.396

**Critical Reviews in Food Science and Nutrition** is ranked 2/124 in the Food Science & Technology category with a 2012 Impact Factor of 4.820

**International Geology Review** is ranked 3/47 in the Geology category with a 2012 Impact Factor of 3.359

**Journal of Systematic Palaeontology** is ranked 6/50 in the Paleontology category with a 2012 Impact Factor of 2.250

**Transactions of the American Fisheries Society** is a highly regarded international journal of fisheries science that has been published continuously since 1872 with a 2012 Impact Factor of 1.546

FEATURED SUBJECTS

Aquatic & Marine Sciences • Botany & Plant Sciences • Earth Sciences • Environmental Studies • Food Science & Technology • Palaeontology • Veterinary Science • Water Resources • Zoology & Natural History

AFFILIATED SOCIETIES

American Fisheries Society • Australian Academy of Forensic Sciences • British Poultry Science Ltd. • Cartography and Geographic Information Society • Geological Society of Australia (GSA) • Natural History Museum (London)
Mathematics & Statistics

**HIGHLIGHTS**

*Journal of the American Statistical Association*

*Econometric Reviews* – publishes state of the art refereed articles probing the limits of econometric knowledge

*Experimental Mathematics* – publishes formal results inspired by experimentation, conjectures suggested by experiments, and data supporting significant hypotheses.

*International Journal of Mathematical Education in Science and Technology* – a unique title providing a medium by which a wide range of experience in mathematical education can be presented

**FEATURED SUBJECTS**

Analysis & Computer Mathematics • Applied Mathematics • Applied Statistics (including Biopharmaceutical & Financial Statistics) • History of Mathematics • Mathematics Education • Optimization • Stochastics & Probability

**AFFILIATED SOCIETIES**

American Statistical Association • British Society for the History of Mathematics

**KEY FACTS**

JOURNALS INCLUDED
over 45

HIGH-IMPACT JOURNALS
34

RELATED PACKAGES
- Mathematics & Statistics Online Journal Archive
- T&F Science & Technology Library
HIGHLIGHTS

**Advances in Physics** – ranked 2/68 in the Condensed Matter, Physics category with a 2012 impact factor of 34.294

**Contemporary Physics** – ranked 15/83 in the Physics Multidisciplinary category with a 2012 impact factor of 2.614

**Critical Reviews in Solid State and Materials Sciences** – ranked 12/68 in the Condensed Matter, Physics category with a 2012 impact factor of 5.947

**Philosophical Magazine** – the world’s oldest commercially published scientific journal, published by Taylor & Francis since 1798

FEATURED SUBJECTS


KEY FACTS

JOURNALS INCLUDED

over 45

HIGH-IMPACT JOURNALS

24

RELATED PACKAGES

* Physics Online Journal Archive
* T&F Science & Technology Library
Anthropology & Archaeology

HIGHLIGHTS

**Folklore** – one of the earliest English-language journals in the field of folkloristics, first published in 1878 and is the journal of the Folklore Society.

**Food and Foodways** – a unique journal publishing original scholarly articles on the history and culture of human nourishment, reflecting on the role food plays in human relations.

**The Asia Pacific Journal of Anthropology** – published jointly with the Anthropology department in the School of Culture, History and Language, College of Asia and the Pacific, and the School of Archaeology and Anthropology in the College of Arts & Social Sciences at the Australian National University.

FEATURED SUBJECTS

Archaeological Science & Methodology • Archaeological Theory • Comparative Sociology • Ethnographic Topics • Introductory Archaeology • Landscape • Politics of Archaeology • Social Anthropology • Socio-cultural Anthropology • Vernacular Culture

AFFILIATED SOCIETIES

British Institute in Eastern Africa • Commission on Visual Anthropology • Department of Anthropology in the Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies • Folklore Society • School of Archaeology and Anthropology in the Faculty of Arts • The Australian National University

KEY FACTS

JOURNALS INCLUDED
over 15

HIGH-IMPACT JOURNALS
5

RELATED PACKAGES
• Anthropology & Archaeology Online Journal Archive
• T&F Social Science & Humanities Library
Arts & Humanities

HIGHLIGHTS

Contemporary Music Review

English Studies – one of the oldest Language & Literature journals, established in 1919

Inquiry – an Interdisciplinary Journal of Philosophy

Journal of Medieval History

Religion

FEATURED SUBJECTS


AFFILIATED SOCIETIES


KEY FACTS

JOURNALS INCLUDED

over 155

HIGH-IMPACT JOURNALS

23

RELATED PACKAGES

* Arts & Humanities Online Journal Archive
* T&F Social Science & Humanities Library
Behavioral Science

**HIGHLIGHTS**

*Health Psychology Review* – new to the collection for 2014, and the first review journal in this broad area of psychology, with a 2012 impact factor of 4.160

*Psychological Inquiry* – 2012 Impact Factor of 6.647

*Structural Equation Modeling* – 2012 Impact Factor of 4.242

*Work & Stress* – this multidisciplinary journal is concerned with the psychological, social and organizational aspects of occupational and environmental health, and stress and safety management.

**FEATURED SUBJECTS**

Applied Psychology  Behavioral Neuroscience  Counseling  Developmental Psychology  Mental Health  Psychiatry  Psychology  Psychotherapy  Social Psychology

**AFFILIATED SOCIETIES**


---

**KEY FACTS**

**JOURNALS INCLUDED**

over 165

**HIGH-IMPACT JOURNALS**

87

**RELATED PACKAGES**

- Behavioral Science Online Journal Archive
- T&F Social Science & Humanities Library
HIGHLIGHTS

Accounting & Business Research

Feminist Economics – the journal of the International Association for Feminist Economics

International Public Management Journal (IPMJ) – a journal of the International Public Management Network, IPMJ publishes high-quality empirical and theoretical work on managing large public organizations

Journal of Behavioral Finance – addresses the implications of current work on individual and group emotion, cognition, and action for the behavior of markets

FEATURED SUBJECTS

Accounting & Finance • Business History • Business & Management • Economics • Entrepreneurship • Human Resources • Marketing

AFFILIATED SOCIETIES

American Advertising Association • Association for Social Economics • Academy of Management • European Accounting Association • International Association for Feminist Economics (IAFFE) • International Input-Output Association (IIOA) • International Public Management Network • New Zealand Association of Economists Incorporated • The Academy of Marketing • The Chartered Institute of Public Finance & Accountancy
Criminology & Law

**HIGHLIGHTS**

*Law & Literature* – the first and leading journal dedicated to the interdisciplinary Law & Literature movement

*Journal of Legal Pluralism and Unofficial Law* – the only international journal dedicated to the analysis of legal anthropology and legal pluralism

*Deviant Behavior* – a highly-ranked journal dedicated to the study of social deviance in various forms

*Justice Quarterly* – the flagship journal of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences

**FEATURED SUBJECTS**

Criminal Justice • International Law • Justice Theory • Legal Education • Legal History • Legal Profession • Social Deviance

**AFFILIATED SOCIETIES**

Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences • Association of Law Teachers • Cardozo School of Law • Centre for Crime and Justice Studies, King’s College London • Legal and Constitutional Affairs Division (LCAD) of the Commonwealth Secretariat • Midwestern Criminal Justice Association

**KEY FACTS**

JOURNALS INCLUDED

over 25

HIGH-IMPACT JOURNALS

3

RELATED PACKAGES

• Criminology & Law Online Journal Archive
• T&F Social Science & Humanities Library
Education

HIGHLIGHTS

- Educational Psychologist
- Educational Philosophy & Theory
- International Journal of Science Education
- Journal of the Learning Sciences
- Studies in Higher Education

FEATURED SUBJECTS

- Curriculum Studies
- Early Years Education
- Education Research
- Educational Leadership & Management
- Further & Higher Education
- History & Philosophy of Education
- Science Education
- Sociology of Education
- Special Needs & Educational Psychology
- Teaching & Teacher Education

AFFILIATED SOCIETIES

- American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance
- American Psychological Association (Div.15)
- European Early Childhood Education Research Association
- International Society of the Learning Sciences
- National Institute of Education (Singapore)
- Philosophy of Education Society of Australasia
- Society for Educational Studies
- Society for Research into Higher Education

KEY FACTS

JOURNALS INCLUDED
over 190

HIGH-IMPACT JOURNALS
82

RELATED PACKAGES
- Education Online Journal Archive
- Educational Research Abstracts Online
- T&F Social Science & Humanities Library
Geography, Planning, Urban & Environment

**HIGHLIGHTS**

*Gender, Place and Culture* – a forum for debate in human geography and related disciplines on research concerned with gender issues

*Regional Studies* – the leading international journal on theoretical development, empirical analysis and policy debate in regional studies

*Social & Cultural Geography* – devoted to publishing the best research on the spatialities of society and culture

**FEATURED SUBJECTS**

Architecture  •  Demography  •  Environment Studies  •  Geography  •  Landscape  •  Planning Studies  •  Urban Studies  •  Water Resources

**AFFILIATED SOCIETIES**

American Planning Association  •  Association of American Geographers  
Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture  •  Community Development Society  •  Geographical Society of New South Wales  
International Water Resources Association (IWRA)  •  National Council for Geographic Education  •  Regional Studies Association  •  Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA)  •  Royal Scottish Geographical Society  •  The Association of European Schools of Planning (AESOP)  •  The Landscape Research Group  •  The Royal Town Planning Association

**KEY FACTS**

**JOURNALS INCLUDED**

over 70

**HIGH-IMPACT JOURNALS**

38

**RELATED PACKAGES**

* Geography, Planning, Urban & Environment Online Journal Archive  
* T&F Social Science & Humanities Library
Health & Social Care

**HIGHLIGHTS**

* AIDS Care – authoritative source for research and reports from the many complementary disciplines involved in addressing the global impact of HIV/AIDS

* American Journal of Bioethics – provides an authoritative, annotated conversation used by judges, senators, journalists, scholars, teachers, and others as the key source on thousands of topics in the health sciences.

* Behavioral Sleep Medicine – addresses behavioral dimensions of normal and abnormal sleep mechanisms and the prevention, assessment, and treatment of sleep disorders and associated behavioral and emotional problems

* Journal of Social Work Education – a forum for creative exchange on trends, innovations, and problems at the undergraduate and postgraduate levels

**FEATURED SUBJECTS**

Behavioral Medicine • Health & Society • Health Promotion & Education • Law & Ethics in Health • Social Work

**AFFILIATED SOCIETIES**

American College of Legal Medicine (ACLM) • Australian Association of Social Workers • British Association of Social Workers • Clifford Beers Foundation • Council on Social Work Education • Institute of Health Promotion and Education • National Network for Social Work Managers

**KEY FACTS**

- **JOURNALS INCLUDED**
  - over 75

- **HIGH-IMPACT JOURNALS**
  - 37

- **RELATED PACKAGES**
  - Health & Social Care Online Journal Archive
  - T&F Social Science & Humanities Library
Library & Information Science

HIGHLIGHTS

**Journal of Electronic Resources Librarianship** – gain deeper understanding of the issues surrounding the changes in collections, acquisitions and services in libraries in the digital age

**Journal of Map & Geography Libraries**

**Journal of the Society of Archivists** – published on behalf of The Society of Archivists

**Science & Technology Libraries**

**The Serials Librarian** – this highly-regarded journal is essential reading for all those devoted to the management of serials

FEATURED SUBJECTS

Archiving • Cataloging • Collection Development • Electronics Librarianship • Library Administration • Resource Sharing

AFFILIATED SOCIETIES

North American Serials Interest Group (NASIG) • Society of Archivists

KEY FACTS

JOURNALS INCLUDED

over 40

HIGH-IMPACT JOURNALS

5

RELATED PACKAGES

• Library & Information Science Online Journal Archive
• T&F Social Science & Humanities Library
Media, Cultural & Communication Studies

**HIGHLIGHTS**

* Cultural Studies – has been the leading title in Cultural Studies for over 20 years

* Feminist Media Studies – provides a transdisciplinary, transnational forum for researchers pursuing feminist approaches to the field of media and communication studies

* Information, Communication and Society – positions itself at the centre of contemporary debates about the information age

**FEATURED SUBJECTS**

Communication • Cultural Studies • Media

**AFFILIATED SOCIETIES**

American Journalism Historian Association • Association of Teachers of Technical Writing • Asian Media Information and Communication Centre (AMIC) • Broadcast Education Association • Central States Communication Association • Eastern Communication Association • National Communication Association • Rhetoric Society of America • Southern States Communication Association • Western States Communication Association • World Communication Association

**KEY FACTS**

JOURNALS INCLUDED

over 75

HIGH-IMPACT JOURNALS

30

RELATED PACKAGES

• Media, Cultural & Communication Studies Online Journal Archive

• T&F Social Science & Humanities Library
Politics, International Relations & Area Studies

**HIGHLIGHTS**

*Asian Affairs* – the official journal of the Royal Society for Asian Affairs

*Nationalities Papers* – a publication of the Association for the Study of Nationalities deals with all non-Russian nationalities of the former USSR and national minorities in Eastern and Central European countries

*The Washington Quarterly*

*Third World Quarterly* – the most influential academic journal covering the emerging worlds

**FEATURED SUBJECTS**

African Studies • Asian Studies • Development Studies • Diplomacy • Electoral Studies • European Studies • Foreign Policy • Globalization • International Relations • Middle Eastern Studies • Political Economics • Political Theory

**AFFILIATED SOCIETIES**

Association for the Advancement of Baltic Studies • Association for the Study of Nationalities • Australian Institute of International Affairs • Caucus for a New Political Science • Center for Congressional & Presidential Studies, American University • Institute for International Policy Studies (IIPS) • Royal Society for Asian Affairs

**KEY FACTS**

JOURNALS INCLUDED over 130

HIGH-IMPACT JOURNALS 57

RELATED PACKAGES

• Politics, International Relations & Area Studies
• Online Journal Archive
• T&F Social Science & Humanities Library
Sociology & Related Disciplines

**HIGHLIGHTS**

*Ethnic and Racial Studies* – the leading generalist journal for the analysis of race, ethnicity and nationalism; now incorporating *Ethnic and Racial Studies Review*

*Sociological Focus* – journal of the North Central Sociological Association, publishing on all areas of Sociology since 1967

*Journal of Gender Studies* – a highly ranking, strongly interdisciplinary forum for the study of gender and the social construction of relationships

**FEATURED SUBJECTS**

Ethnic & Migration Studies • Gender Studies • Sociology

**AFFILIATED SOCIETIES**

European Sociological Association • Faculty of Statistics at the University of Rome • Mathematical Sociology Section of the American Sociological Association • Mid-South Sociological Association • North Central Sociological Association • The Society for the Study of Social Biology

**KEY FACTS**

JOURNALS INCLUDED
over 30

HIGH-IMPACT JOURNALS
16

RELATED PACKAGES
• Sociology & Related Disciplines Online Journal Archive
• T&F Social Science & Humanities Library
Sport, Leisure & Tourism

**HIGHLIGHTS**

*Current Issues in Tourism* – encourages in-depth discussion and critique of key questions within the field

*International Journal of Sport Policy and Politics* – provides scholarly debate on the role, significance and impact of public policy on sport

*Leisure Studies* – the official journal of the Leisure Studies Association

*Sports Biomechanics* – unique in its emphasis on sports techniques and sports injuries

**FEATURED SUBJECTS**

- Events
- Heritage, Management & Conservation
- Leisure Studies
- Philosophy of Sport
- Recreation Management
- Sociology of Sport
- Sport History
- Sport Management
- Sport Science, Health & Medicine
- Tourism Theory & Practice

**AFFILIATED SOCIETIES**

- Asia Pacific Tourism Association
- British Association of Sport and Exercise Sciences
- International Society of Biomechanics in Sports
- Leisure Studies Association

**KEY FACTS**

- **JOURNALS INCLUDED** over 40
- **HIGH-IMPACT JOURNALS** 15

**RELATED PACKAGES**

- Sport, Leisure and Tourism Online Journal Archive
- T&F Social Science & Humanities Library
Strategic, Defence & Security Studies

**HIGHLIGHTS**

*Adelphi Series* (formerly *Adelphi Papers*), *The Military Balance*, *Strategic Comments*, *Strategic Survey* and *Survival* – the official publications of The International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS), the world’s leading authority on political-military conflict

*Astropolitics* – provides original and incisive commentary on space politics and policy

*RUSI Journal* and *Whitehall Papers* – published in association with the Royal United Services Institute for Defence and Security Studies (RUSI)

*Studies in Conflict and Terrorism* – provides fresh insight, thoughtful analysis, and authoritative prescriptions to the most pressing concerns affecting global security in the 21st century

**FEATURED SUBJECTS**

- Defence Studies
- Intelligence Studies
- Peace Studies
- Security Studies
- Strategic Studies
- Terrorism Studies

**AFFILIATED SOCIETIES**

- James Martin Center for Nonproliferation Studies
- Monterey Institute of International Studies
- National Institute for Public Policy
- Program on Science & Global Security, Princeton University
- Royal United Services Institute for Defence and Security Studies (RUSI)
- The International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS)

**KEY FACTS**

- JOURNALS INCLUDED
  - over 35
  - HIGH-IMPACT JOURNALS
    - 7

- RELATED PACKAGES
  - Strategic, Defence & Security Studies Online Journal Archive
  - T&F Social Science & Humanities Library
Other Taylor & Francis Online Products

THE TAYLOR & FRANCIS LIBRARY
The Taylor & Francis Library allows you to extend your library’s existing T&F subscriptions by providing full text access to the portfolio of 1,500 established journals from the Taylor & Francis Group via the T&F Science & Technology and T&F Social Science & Humanities Libraries. The Taylor & Francis Science & Technology and Social Science & Humanities Libraries are key resources for any research library.

www.tandf.co.uk/libsite/tandflibrary

NEW LAUNCH FREE TRIAL
Taylor & Francis is committed to supporting new research areas by launching journals in developing fields. Purchase the Taylor & Francis Library and receive a free trial to all New Launch content in volumes 1 & 2.

www.tandf.co.uk/libsite/productInfo/journals/TandFlibrary/newLaunch

TAYLOR & FRANCIS FRESH JOURNALS COLLECTION
Taylor & Francis Library customers can licence all content in volumes 3-7 as a complete collection at a significant saving on list price.

www.tandf.co.uk/libsite/productInfo/journals/fresh

ONLINE JOURNAL ARCHIVE
Explore 199 years of academic excellence. Provide your users with access to ground-breaking back-file content, published from 1996 back to the very first volume, available to purchase by subject area. To find out more about which T&F Online Journal Archive would enrich your library content, visit:

www.tandf.co.uk/libsite/archive.asp

TITLE-BY-TITLE SUBSCRIPTIONS
Tailor your collection on a title-by-title basis. You can choose from combined print and online access, or opt for online only access. Our online price list can be found at:

www.tandf.co.uk/libsite/custserv/pricelists.asp

TITLE-BY-TITLE ARCHIVE
Top up your subscription with access to a journal’s complete archive! Institutional subscribers can now license access to content published prior to 1997 via the Title-by-Title Archive. This cost-effective option allows you to shape your library’s archival collection on an annual, per title basis. Our price list can be found at:

www.tandf.co.uk/libsite/custserv/pricelists.asp
LibSite
Our website dedicated to librarians

LibSite has been developed specifically to enable you to manage your collection of Taylor & Francis products more efficiently and meet your information requirements.
Visit us for information including title lists, pricing information and resources to promote publications in your library:

www.tandf.co.uk/libsite

Library Marketing Team

If you would like any marketing support, please get in touch with our library marketing team:

Lisa Mahan
Head of Library Marketing & Communications
library@tandf.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)20 7017 6000

Contact Details

Our publishing team is truly international. With a network of 20 global offices – including Oxford, Philadelphia, Melbourne, Beijing, New Delhi, Stockholm, Johannesburg and Singapore – we can provide local support around the globe. Contact your local sales representative for more information, or a personalised quote. A full list of our sales team’s details is also available at:

www.tandf.co.uk/libsite/salesteam.asp

Asia Pacific
Don Low
don.low@tandf.com.sg
Tel: +65 65082868

Australia & New Zealand
Kim Brooking
kim.brooking@tandf.com.au
Tel: +61 (0)3 8842 2404

Europe, Middle East & Africa
Ian Jones
ian.jones@tandf.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)20 7017 6203

India
Neeti Verma
journalsales@tandfindia.com
Tel: +91 (11) 4315 5100

Japan
Yonoske Matsukawa
Yonoske.Matsukawa@informa.com
Tel: +81 (0)3 5848 7061

ROW
Ashleigh Bell
ashleigh.bell@tandf.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)20 7017 6350

UK & Ireland
Mark Howard
mark.howard@tandf.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)20 7017 4258

USA, Canada & South America
Margaret Donahue Walker
margaret.walker@taylorandfrancis.com
Tel: +1 800 354 1420 (toll free within USA)
Tel: +1 215 606 4346

Join our Library Community
Follow us on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/routledgelibraryscience
Follow us on Twitter:
@LibraryLantern

STOCK CODE: LOJCBK14